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10, 000 Followers

50, 000 Likes
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What we’re all striving for- SOCIAL REACH

20, 000 Followers

5, 000 Followers

2, 000 Followers 3, 000 Followers

SOCIAL REACH

@make_it_social

20, 000 Followers
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RETWEETS. REPLIES.

LIKES. COMMENTS.
SHARES.

PINS. LIKES.
COMMENTS.

What we’re all striving for- ENGAGEMENT

+1. SHARE.
COMMENT.

LIKES. COMMENTS.

PINS. LIKES.
COMMENTS.

LIKES. COMMENTS.

ENGAGEMENT

@make_it_social

+1. SHARE.
COMMENT.
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BENEFITS OF SOCIAL MEDIA:

• Brand Affinity

• Customer Awareness

• Feedback

• Customer service

BENEFITS OF SOCIAL MEDIA:

Brand Affinity

Customer Awareness

Customer service
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ROI?
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Arewe just gambling?
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How much are we investing?

Young demographic

Exciting product

Case study- As You Like It Festivals
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How much are we investing?

• 1 full time member of staff = £16,
(Content creation, Twitter, fb management/engagement)
• Advertisements - £50 a day = £18
• Stunts - £2, 000

TOTAL - £36, 000

Case study- As You Like It Festivals

, 000
(Content creation, Twitter, fb management/engagement)

18, 000
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Required Return...

TOTAL SPEND - £36, 000
AVERAGE MARKUP - £100
Break even sales required

... From social alone.

£36, 000
£100

Break even sales required- 360 customers...

... From social alone.
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Outcomes

Total sales - 300.

Not directly attributable to social.

BUT... Now have nearly 4000 likes.

Not directly attributable to social.

BUT... Now have nearly 4000 likes.
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• 5. Make real financial sense of social media.. Make real financial sense of social media.
A 4 day old post was seen by
238 people.

A 4 day post with engagement
was seen by 867 people.

That’s 5-21% of your hard
earned (and expensive) likes.

A 4 day old post was seen by
238 people.

A 4 day post with engagement
was seen by 867 people.

That’s 5-21% of your hard
earned (and expensive) likes.



How many of your fans will actually hear you?

• Facebook

How many of your fans will actually hear you?

Facebook- say 13%
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So Facebook stop a lot of your fans hearing from you So Facebook stop a lot of your fans hearing from you.
@make_it_social
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@make_it_social
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BOOSTING A POSTS
REACH

In this example we can
spend £20 to reach an
extra 3300 to 6100
people.

BOOSTING A POSTS
REACH

In this example we can
spend £20 to reach an
extra 3300 to 6100
people.







What are we missing??? @make_it_social



What are they all about?

• - “a social utility that connects you with the people around you

• - "a tool for collecting and organising things you love

• -"share with the people you care about"

• - "connecting for a purpose, not just connecting

• - "to connect the world’s professionals to enable them to be
more productive and successful

a social utility that connects you with the people around you"

@make_it_social
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a tool for collecting and organising things you love"

"share with the people you care about"

connecting for a purpose, not just connecting.

to connect the world’s professionals to enable them to be
more productive and successful."



Keeping in touch

Socialising

Having your friends around you

@make_it_social
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How can we expect to get an ROI when they are there to be social!?

@make_it_social

How can we expect to get an ROI when they are there to be social!?
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Instead... Allow them to use social media to
product with their friends... When they want to.

@make_it_social

Instead... Allow them to use social media to BOOK your
product with their friends... When they want to.
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On your website!



Asocial peer to peer introduction is trusted at a rate of 72% compared to a
company post at 10%.

71% consider a personal recommendation for a trip “very important” in the
decision-making process.

Asocial peer to peer introduction is trusted at a rate of 72% compared to a
company post at 10%.

Forrester Research
2012

% consider a personal recommendation for a trip “very important” in the
making process.

Google Travel Study
2013

@make_it_social
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Social Bookings...
@make_it_social

LARGER YEILD

MORE COST EFFECTIVE

MORE ENGAGEMENT

MORE BRAND AFFINITY

MORE FUN
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Harness P2P at the

When the customer is looking

And where you are best positioned

Provide a function for your browsers to

How to do it...

P at the point of sale

@make_it_social

looking for something

best positioned to sell to them

Provide a function for your browsers to book with friends
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Installing the make it social button on your website will do exactly that...

@make_it_social

button on your website will do exactly that...
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